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Financial Analysis ofFinancial Analysis of

Real Estate Development ProjectsReal Estate Development Projects



Surely you recall the central role the development industry playSurely you recall the central role the development industry plays s 
in our overview of in our overview of The Real Estate SystemThe Real Estate System (back in Chapter 2)…(back in Chapter 2)…



Exhibit 2-2: The “Real Estate System”: Interaction of the Space Market, Asset Market, & Development Industry
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Development is a multiDevelopment is a multi--disciplinary, iterative process . . .disciplinary, iterative process . . .

The (famous) The (famous) GraaskampianGraaskampian SpiralSpiral..

Development is important:Development is important:
•• From a finance & investment perspective, but alsoFrom a finance & investment perspective, but also
•• From an urban development (physical, social, environmental) From an urban development (physical, social, environmental) 
perspective…perspective…

(Note the relationship to the basic MSRED core curriculum at MIT/CRE.)



GraaskampGraaskamp also coined the concept that most development also coined the concept that most development 
projects can be characterized as either:projects can be characterized as either:

•• A use looking for a site, orA use looking for a site, or

•• A site looking for a use.A site looking for a use.

Site Looking for a Use:Site Looking for a Use:

•• Developer tries to determine & build the Developer tries to determine & build the ““HBUHBU””, or, or

•• Public entity seeks developer to build a use determined Public entity seeks developer to build a use determined 
through a political process (presumably also through a political process (presumably also ““HBUHBU””).).

Use Looking for a Site:Use Looking for a Site:

•• Developer has a particular specialization, orDeveloper has a particular specialization, or

•• Developer is working for a specific Developer is working for a specific useruser..

Either way (and as you iterate through the spiral), a basic task is… (next slide).



29.2 Basic Information: Enumerating Project Costs & Benefits29.2 Basic Information: Enumerating Project Costs & Benefits

Two types of project budgets are important to be developed:Two types of project budgets are important to be developed:

•• Construction & Absorption Budget:Construction & Absorption Budget:
•• Covers construction (& leaseCovers construction (& lease--up, for up, for ““specspec”” projects);projects);
•• Relates to the Relates to the ““COSTCOST”” side of the NPV Equation.side of the NPV Equation.

•• Operating Budget:Operating Budget:
•• Covers “stabilized” period of building operation after leaseCovers “stabilized” period of building operation after lease--
up is complete;up is complete;
•• Typically developed for a single typical projected “stabilized Typically developed for a single typical projected “stabilized 
year”;year”;
•• Relates to the Relates to the ““BENEFITBENEFIT”” side of the NPV Equation.side of the NPV Equation.

NPV = Benefits NPV = Benefits –– Costs = Value of Bldg Costs = Value of Bldg –– Cost of Cost of DevlptDevlpt..

Thru here 1st class 15 minutes 



The Operating Budget The Operating Budget (Recall the items from Chapter 11)(Recall the items from Chapter 11)::
•• Forecast Potential Gross Income (PGI, based on rent analysis)Forecast Potential Gross Income (PGI, based on rent analysis)

•• Less Vacancy AllowanceLess Vacancy Allowance

•• = Effective Gross Income (EGI)= Effective Gross Income (EGI)

•• Less forecast operating expenses (& capital reserve)Less forecast operating expenses (& capital reserve)

•• = Net Operating Income (NOI)= Net Operating Income (NOI)

The most important aspect is normally the rent analysis, which iThe most important aspect is normally the rent analysis, which is based s based 
(more or less formally) on a (more or less formally) on a market analysismarket analysis of the space market which the of the space market which the 
building will serve. building will serve. (See Chapter 6, or Wheaton’s 11.433 course.)(See Chapter 6, or Wheaton’s 11.433 course.)

The bottom line:The bottom line:
NOI forecast, combined with NOI forecast, combined with cap ratecap rate analysis (of the asset market):analysis (of the asset market):

NOI / cap rate = Projected Completed Building Value = NOI / cap rate = Projected Completed Building Value = ““BenefitBenefit”” of the of the 
development project.development project.

Note: Generally less need to perform a full-blown multi-year DCF analysis of the stabilized phase of a development project than for investment analysis of a pre-existing operational building (due to lack of “vintage leases” in development project



The Construction & Absorption Budget:The Construction & Absorption Budget:

Construction: Construction: “Hard Costs”“Hard Costs”
•• Land costLand cost
•• Site preparation costs (e.g., excavation, utilities installatioSite preparation costs (e.g., excavation, utilities installation)n)
•• Shell costs of existing structure in rehab projectsShell costs of existing structure in rehab projects
•• PermitsPermits
•• Contractor feesContractor fees
•• Construction management and overhead costsConstruction management and overhead costs
•• MaterialsMaterials
•• LaborLabor
•• Equipment rentalEquipment rental
•• Tenant finishTenant finish
•• Developer feesDeveloper fees



Construction: Construction: “Soft Costs”“Soft Costs”
•• Loan feesLoan fees
•• Construction loan interestConstruction loan interest
•• Legal feesLegal fees
•• Soil testingSoil testing
•• Environmental studiesEnvironmental studies
•• Land planner feesLand planner fees
•• Architectural feesArchitectural fees
•• Engineering feesEngineering fees
•• Marketing costs including advertisementsMarketing costs including advertisements
•• Leasing or sales commissionsLeasing or sales commissions

The Construction & Absorption Budget The Construction & Absorption Budget (cont.)(cont.)::

Absorption Budget Absorption Budget (if separate)(if separate)::
•• Marketing costs & advertisingMarketing costs & advertising
•• Leasing expenses (commissions)Leasing expenses (commissions)
•• Tenant improvement expenditures Tenant improvement expenditures (“build(“build--outs”)outs”)
•• Working capital during leaseWorking capital during lease--up (until breakup (until break--even)even)

Absorption budget phase may extend until projected stabilized occupancy level (beyond “break-even”), to point where building qualifies for a permanent mortgage that can be used to pay off the construction loan.



29.3 Construction Budget Mechanics29.3 Construction Budget Mechanics

Construction Construction takes timetakes time (typically several months to several years).(typically several months to several years).

During this period, financial capital is being used to pay for tDuring this period, financial capital is being used to pay for the construction.he construction.

“Time is money”“Time is money”: The opportunity cost of this capital is part of the real cost : The opportunity cost of this capital is part of the real cost of of 
the construction.the construction.

This is true whether or not a construction loan is used to finanThis is true whether or not a construction loan is used to finance the ce the 
construction process. But:construction process. But:

Construction loans are Construction loans are almost alwaysalmost always used (even by equity investors who have used (even by equity investors who have 
plenty of cash).plenty of cash).

Why? . . .Why? . . .

I don’t now the answer to this question. It might make a good thesis topic. Clearly, most investors want the added leverage. In some cases it would be difficult or complicated to obtain sufficient equity capital. But there seems to be more to it than that. The construction lender plays a useful role. Construction lenders (largely commercial banks) have specialized expertise and familiarity with local real estate markets, contractors and construction techniques. They provide a useful perspective and oversight role, a confirmation and assistance to the developer organization (especially useful if outside equity partners are also involved in the project). The use of a construction loan also tends to simplify the financial analysis of the project, by collapsing a series of temporally spread out construction cash outflows into a single number (the construction loan balance due) at a single point in time (the projected date of completion).



The “classical” construction finance structure:The “classical” construction finance structure:
Phase:Phase:

Financing:Financing:

ConstructionConstruction LeaseLease--UpUp Stabilized Operation…Stabilized Operation…

C.O.C.O.

Construction LoanConstruction Loan Bridge LoanBridge Loan Permanent MortgagePermanent Mortgage

Source:Source:
CommercialCommercial

BankBank
•• Comm. BankComm. Bank
•• InsurInsur Co.Co.

Via Via MortgMortg BrkrBrkr
or or MortgMortg Banker:Banker:
•• Life Life InsurInsur. Co.. Co.
•• Pension FundPension Fund
•• Conduit Conduit CMBSCMBS

Construction lender won’t approve construction Construction lender won’t approve construction 
loan until permanent lender has conditionally loan until permanent lender has conditionally 
approved a “takeapproved a “take--out” loan.out” loan.

Sometimes a “mini-perm” loan will cover both the construction and lease-up phase, usually provided by the construction lender.It makes sense for commercial banks to supply construction loan capital, because: (i) They have local presence, enabling them to develop the type of local expertise needed to be successful (familiarity with real estate markets, developers, construction contractors); (ii) They have short-term liabilities (deposits), so they need to match these with short-term investments (which construction loans normally are). In contrast, Life insurance cos & pension funds have very long-term liabilities, which need to be matched by long-term assets that yield reliable cash flow streams.



The construction loan collapses a series of costs (cash outflowsThe construction loan collapses a series of costs (cash outflows) ) 
incurred during the construction process into a incurred during the construction process into a single valuesingle value as of as of 
a single (future) a single (future) point in timepoint in time (the projected completion date of (the projected completion date of 
the construction phase).the construction phase).

Actual construction expenditures (Actual construction expenditures (“draws”“draws” on the construction on the construction 
loan) are added to the accumulating loan) are added to the accumulating balancebalance due on the loan, due on the loan, 
and interest is charged and compounded (adding to the balance) and interest is charged and compounded (adding to the balance) 
on all funds drawn out from the loan commitment, from the on all funds drawn out from the loan commitment, from the 
time each draw is made.time each draw is made.

Thus, interest Thus, interest compounds forwardcompounds forward, and the borrower owes no , and the borrower owes no 
payments until the loan is due at the end of construction, when payments until the loan is due at the end of construction, when 
all principle and interest is due.all principle and interest is due.

Bottom line: Borrower (developer) faces no cash outflows for Bottom line: Borrower (developer) faces no cash outflows for 
construction until the end of the process, when the entire cost construction until the end of the process, when the entire cost is is 
paid (including the “cost of capital”).paid (including the “cost of capital”).



Example:Example:
Commitment for $2,780,100 of “future advances” in a Commitment for $2,780,100 of “future advances” in a 
construction loan  to cover $2,750,000 of actual construction construction loan  to cover $2,750,000 of actual construction 
costs over a three month period. 8% interest (nom.ann.), costs over a three month period. 8% interest (nom.ann.), 
compounded monthly, beginning of month draws:compounded monthly, beginning of month draws:

Month New Draw  Current Interest New Loan Balance 

1 $500,000 $3,333.33 $503,333.33 

2  $750,000 $8,355.55 $1,261,688.88 

3 $1,500,000 $18,411.26 $2,780,100.14 

4 and so on    

 
Construction schedule must estimate the amount and timing of theConstruction schedule must estimate the amount and timing of the draws.draws.

The accumulated interest (8333+8356+18411 = $30,100 in this caseThe accumulated interest (8333+8356+18411 = $30,100 in this case) is a) is a
very real part of the very real part of the total costtotal cost of constructionof construction. AKA . AKA “Financing Cost”“Financing Cost”..
Typically a “commitment fee” is also required, up front (in cashTypically a “commitment fee” is also required, up front (in cash).).

(.08/12)*500000 = 3333.33. Add that to draw to arrive at end-of-month balance of 503333.(.08/12)*(750000 + 503333.33) = 8355.55. Add that to 750000 draw and to previous balance to arrive at bal at end of 2nd month of 1261688.88.(.08/12)*(1500000 + 1261688.88) = 18411.26. Add that to 1500000 draw and to previous balance to arrive at bal at end of 3nd month of 2780100.14.Obviously it is easy to set up a spreadsheet to do these calculations automatically.



29.4 Simple Financial Feasibility Analysis in Current Practice29.4 Simple Financial Feasibility Analysis in Current Practice

The traditional and most widely employed method for the analysisThe traditional and most widely employed method for the analysis of the of the 
financial feasibility of development projects will be referred tfinancial feasibility of development projects will be referred to here as: o here as: 
“Simple Financial Feasibility Analysis” (SFFA)“Simple Financial Feasibility Analysis” (SFFA)..

SFFA is based on the commercial mortgage market (for SFFA is based on the commercial mortgage market (for permanentpermanent loans).loans).

It assumes the developer will take out the largest permanent loaIt assumes the developer will take out the largest permanent loan possible n possible 
upon completion of the building.upon completion of the building.

It assumes that the development It assumes that the development costscosts will equal the market will equal the market valuevalue of the of the 
property on completion.property on completion.

Obviously, SFFA leaves something to be desired from a normative Obviously, SFFA leaves something to be desired from a normative 
perspective, but:perspective, but:

•• It is It is simplesimple and easy to understand.and easy to understand.
•• It requires no specialized knowledge of the capital markets  otIt requires no specialized knowledge of the capital markets  other than her than 
familiarity with the commercial mortgage market (does not even rfamiliarity with the commercial mortgage market (does not even require equire 
familiarity with the relevant property asset market).familiarity with the relevant property asset market).

SFFA comes in two modes: SFFA comes in two modes: “Front Door”“Front Door”, & , & “Back Door”“Back Door” . . .. . .



SFFA SFFA “Front Door”“Front Door” Procedure: Procedure: 
Start with costs & end with rent required for feasibility…Start with costs & end with rent required for feasibility…

Site Acquisition Costs + Construction CostsSite Acquisition Costs + Construction Costs
= Total Expected Development Cost= Total Expected Development Cost
X Loan to Value RatioX Loan to Value Ratio
= Permanent Mortgage= Permanent Mortgage
X Annualized Mortgage ConstantX Annualized Mortgage Constant
= Cash Required for Debt Service= Cash Required for Debt Service
X Lender Required Debt Service Coverage RatioX Lender Required Debt Service Coverage Ratio
= Required Net Operating Income or NOI= Required Net Operating Income or NOI
+ Estimated Operating Expenses (Not passed through to tenants)+ Estimated Operating Expenses (Not passed through to tenants)
= Required Effective Gross Income= Required Effective Gross Income
÷÷ Expected Occupancy RateExpected Occupancy Rate
= Required Gross Revenue= Required Gross Revenue
÷÷ LeasableLeasable Square FeetSquare Feet
= Rent Required Per Square Foot= Rent Required Per Square Foot

Question: Is this average required rent per square foot achievabQuestion: Is this average required rent per square foot achievable?le?

Typical approach for Typical approach for “Site looking for a Use”.“Site looking for a Use”.



Example:Example:
•• Class B office building rehab project: 30,000 SF (of which 27,2Class B office building rehab project: 30,000 SF (of which 27,200 NRSF).00 NRSF).
•• Acquisition cost = $660,000; Acquisition cost = $660,000; 
•• Rehab construction budget: $400,000 hard costs + $180,000 soft Rehab construction budget: $400,000 hard costs + $180,000 soft costs.costs.
•• Estimated operating costs (to landlord) = $113,000/yr.Estimated operating costs (to landlord) = $113,000/yr.
•• Projected stabilized occupancy = 95%.Projected stabilized occupancy = 95%.
•• Permanent loan available on completion @ 11.5% (20Permanent loan available on completion @ 11.5% (20--yr yr amortamort) with 120% DSCR.) with 120% DSCR.
•• Estimated feasible rents on completion = $10/SF.Estimated feasible rents on completion = $10/SF.

Site and shell costs:Site and shell costs: $  660,000$  660,000
+ Rehab costs:+ Rehab costs: 580,000580,000
= Total costs:= Total costs: $1,240,000$1,240,000
X Lender required LTVX Lender required LTV x 80%x 80%
= Permanent mortgage amount:  $ 992,000= Permanent mortgage amount:  $ 992,000
X Annualized mortgage constant:  x 0.127972X Annualized mortgage constant:  x 0.127972
= Cash required for debt svc:= Cash required for debt svc: $  126,948$  126,948
X Lender required DCR:X Lender required DCR: x 1.20x 1.20
= Required NOI:= Required NOI: $  152,338$  152,338
+ + EstdEstd. . OperOper. Exp. (Landlord):. Exp. (Landlord): 113,000113,000
= Required EGI:= Required EGI: $  265,338$  265,338
÷÷ Projected occupancy (1Projected occupancy (1--vac):vac): ÷÷ 0.950.95
= Required PGI:= Required PGI: $  279,303$  279,303
÷÷ Rentable area:Rentable area: ÷÷ 27200 SF27200 SF
---------------------------- ------------------
= Required rent/SF:= Required rent/SF: $10.27 /SF $10.27 /SF 

What major What major 
issue is left issue is left 
out here?out here?

Lender will Lender will 
base base mortgmortg on on 
MktMkt Val, not Val, not 
constrconstr cost.cost.

Use Use mktmkt cap cap 
rate info to rate info to 
est. bldg val.est. bldg val.

From Chapter 8 and 17 we have the monthly mortgage constant: (0.115/12)/[1 - 1/(1+0.115/12)240]=0.010664. Times twelve is the annual constant: 0.010664*12=0.127972. On the business calculator: Set pmts/yr P/YR=12; 240N, 11.5i/yr, 1PV, 0FV; then compute (CPT) PMT=-0.010664.To check whether the LTV requirement will allow support of this loan amount, divide required NOI (based on DCR as above) by projected mkt cap rate, to derive projected building value that would result from such NOI, and make sure that value is at least 1/0.8 times the loan amount shown here.



SFFA SFFA “Back Door”“Back Door” Procedure: Procedure: 
Start with rents & building, and end with supportable developmenStart with rents & building, and end with supportable development costs…t costs…

Total Total LeaseableLeaseable Square Feet (based on the building efficiency ratio Square Feet (based on the building efficiency ratio 
times the gross area)times the gross area)
X Expected Average Rent Per Square FootX Expected Average Rent Per Square Foot
= Projected Potential Gross Income (PGI)= Projected Potential Gross Income (PGI)
-- Vacancy AllowanceVacancy Allowance
= Expected Effective Gross Income= Expected Effective Gross Income
-- Projected Operating ExpensesProjected Operating Expenses
= Expected Net Operating Income= Expected Net Operating Income
÷÷ Debt Service Coverage RatioDebt Service Coverage Ratio
÷÷ Annualized Mortgage ConstantAnnualized Mortgage Constant
÷÷ Maximum Loan to Value RatioMaximum Loan to Value Ratio
= Maximum Supportable Total Project Costs= Maximum Supportable Total Project Costs
(Question: Can it be built for this including all costs?)(Question: Can it be built for this including all costs?)
-- Expected Construction Costs (Other than Site)Expected Construction Costs (Other than Site)
= Maximum Supportable Site Acquisition Cost= Maximum Supportable Site Acquisition Cost

Question: Can the site be acquired for this or less? Question: Can the site be acquired for this or less? 

Typical approach for Typical approach for “Use looking for a Site”.“Use looking for a Site”.



Example:Example:
•• Office building 35,000 SF (GLA), 29,750 SF (NRA) Office building 35,000 SF (GLA), 29,750 SF (NRA) (85% “Efficiency Ratio”)(85% “Efficiency Ratio”)..
•• $12/SF (/yr) realistic rent (based on market analysis, pre$12/SF (/yr) realistic rent (based on market analysis, pre--existing tenant wants space).existing tenant wants space).
•• Assume 8% vacancy (typical in market, due to extra space not prAssume 8% vacancy (typical in market, due to extra space not pree--leased).leased).
•• Preliminary design construction cost budget (hard + soft) = $2,Preliminary design construction cost budget (hard + soft) = $2,140,000.140,000.
•• Projected operating expenses (not passed through) = $63,000.Projected operating expenses (not passed through) = $63,000.
•• Permanent mortgage on completion available at 9% (20Permanent mortgage on completion available at 9% (20--yr yr amortamort), 120% DCR.), 120% DCR.
•• Site has been found for $500,000: Site has been found for $500,000: Is it feasible?Is it feasible?

Potential Gross Revenue = 29,750 x $12 =Potential Gross Revenue = 29,750 x $12 = $   357,000$   357,000
Less Vacancy at 8% = Less Vacancy at 8% = -- 28,56028,560
= Effective Gross Income= Effective Gross Income $   328,440$   328,440
Less Operating Expenses Less Operating Expenses -- 63,00063,000
= Net Operating Income= Net Operating Income $   265,000$   265,000
÷÷ 1.20 = Required Debt Svc:1.20 = Required Debt Svc: $   221,200$   221,200
÷÷ 12 = Monthly debt svc: 12 = Monthly debt svc: $    18,433$    18,433

Supportable mortgage amount =Supportable mortgage amount = $ 2,048,735$ 2,048,735
÷÷ 0.75 LTV = Min. 0.75 LTV = Min. ReqdReqd. Value:. Value: $ 2,731,647$ 2,731,647
Less Construction CostLess Construction Cost -- 2,140,0002,140,000
------------------------ ----------------------

Supportable site acquisitionSupportable site acquisition costcost:: $   591,647.$   591,647.

So, the project seems feasible.So, the project seems feasible.
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But again, something seems left out… Project may be feasible, But again, something seems left out… Project may be feasible, but…but…

2048735 found on calculator using: 240=N, 9=I, 18433=PMT, 0=FV,  CPT PV=2048735.



Problems with the SFFA:Problems with the SFFA:
•• Just because a project is financially Just because a project is financially feasiblefeasible, does not necessarily , does not necessarily 
mean that it is mean that it is desirabledesirable..
•• Just because a project is Just because a project is not feasiblenot feasible using debt financing, does using debt financing, does 
not necessarily mean that it is not necessarily mean that it is undesirableundesirable: : 

•• A project may appear unfeasible with debt financing, yet it migA project may appear unfeasible with debt financing, yet it might be a ht be a 
desirable project from a total return to investment perspective desirable project from a total return to investment perspective (and (and 
might obtain equity financing).might obtain equity financing).

Don’t confuse an SFFA feasibility analysis with a normatively Don’t confuse an SFFA feasibility analysis with a normatively 
correct assessment of the correct assessment of the desirabilitydesirability of a development project of a development project 
from a financial economic investment perspective.from a financial economic investment perspective.

SFFA does not compute the SFFA does not compute the value of the completed propertyvalue of the completed property. . 
Hence, does not compute the NPV of the development investment deHence, does not compute the NPV of the development investment decision:cision:

NPV = Value NPV = Value –– Cost . Cost . 
SFFA merely computes whether it is possible to take out a permanSFFA merely computes whether it is possible to take out a permanent loan to finance ent loan to finance 
(most of) the development costs.(most of) the development costs.



The The correctcorrect way to evaluate the financial economic way to evaluate the financial economic desirabilitydesirability of of 
a development project investment:a development project investment:

“THE NPV INVESTMENT DECISION RULE”:

1) MAXIMIZE THE NPV ACROSS ALL 
MUTUALLY-EXCLUSIVE ALTERNATIVES; 
AND

2) NEVER CHOOSE AN ALTERNATIVE THAT 
HAS: NPV < 0.

(Recall Chapter 10.)

For development investments:For development investments:
NPV = Benefit NPV = Benefit –– Cost = Value of Bldg Cost = Value of Bldg –– Cost of Cost of DevlptDevlpt..



Three considerations are important and unique about applying theThree considerations are important and unique about applying the NPV rule NPV rule 
to evaluating investment in development projects as compared to to evaluating investment in development projects as compared to 
investments in stabilized operating properties:investments in stabilized operating properties:

1.1. “Time“Time--toto--Build”:Build”: Investment cash outflow occurs Investment cash outflow occurs over timeover time, not all at , not all at 
once up front, due to the once up front, due to the construction phaseconstruction phase..

2.2. Construction loans:Construction loans: Debt financing for the construction phase is Debt financing for the construction phase is almost almost 
universaluniversal (even when the project will ultimately be financed entirely (even when the project will ultimately be financed entirely 
by equity).by equity).

3.3. Phased risk regimes:Phased risk regimes: Investment risk is very different (greater) Investment risk is very different (greater) 
between the construction phase (the between the construction phase (the development investmentdevelopment investment per se) per se) 
and the stabilized operational phase. (Sometimes an intermediateand the stabilized operational phase. (Sometimes an intermediate
phase, phase, “lease“lease--up”up”, is also distinguishable.), is also distinguishable.)

We need to account for these differences in the methodology of hWe need to account for these differences in the methodology of how we ow we 
applyapply the NPV Rule to development investments. . .the NPV Rule to development investments. . .



NPV = Benefits NPV = Benefits –– Costs Costs 

The benefits and costs must be measured in an The benefits and costs must be measured in an “apples “apples vsvs apples”apples”
manner. That is, in dollars:manner. That is, in dollars:

•• As of theAs of the samesame point in point in timetime..
•• That have been adjusted to That have been adjusted to account for riskaccount for risk..

As with all DCF analyses, time and risk can be accounted for by As with all DCF analyses, time and risk can be accounted for by 
using using riskrisk--adjusted discountingadjusted discounting. . 

Indeed, using the Indeed, using the opportunity cost of capitalopportunity cost of capital (reflecting the (reflecting the 
amount of risk in the cash flows being discounted), the discountamount of risk in the cash flows being discounted), the discount
rate can be applied to either discount cash flows back in time, rate can be applied to either discount cash flows back in time, or or 
to grow (compound) them forward in time (e.g., to the projected to grow (compound) them forward in time (e.g., to the projected 
time of completion of the construction phase, as in the projectetime of completion of the construction phase, as in the projected d 
balance due on the construction loan).balance due on the construction loan).

As always, and no matter in which direction the “discounting” is being done (e.g., forward in time growth or backward in time discounting), the rate that is used should be the opportunity cost of capital (OCC) relevant for the particular cash flows being discounted (or grown forward). That is, the rate should match the risk of the cash flows in question.



Simplify the analysis by working with only two points in time:Simplify the analysis by working with only two points in time:
•• The present (The present (time “zero” time “zero” ), when the development ), when the development 
investment decision must be made, andinvestment decision must be made, and
•• The projected time of completion of the construction The projected time of completion of the construction 
phase (phase (time “T”time “T” ).).

Project cash flows can generally be most accurately and convenieProject cash flows can generally be most accurately and conveniently ntly 
estimated as of these two points in time:estimated as of these two points in time:

•• Land cost and other upLand cost and other up--front expenditures: as of front expenditures: as of time 0time 0..
•• Completed building value and construction costs (including Completed building value and construction costs (including 
financing costs via the construction budget, excluding land costfinancing costs via the construction budget, excluding land costs): as s): as 
of of time Ttime T..

The projected values as of The projected values as of time Ttime T can then be discounted to can then be discounted to time 0 time 0 using using 
appropriate riskappropriate risk--adjusted discount rates (OCC).adjusted discount rates (OCC).

The crucial NPV calculation is then made as of The crucial NPV calculation is then made as of time 0time 0, the time when the , the time when the 
investment decision must be made.investment decision must be made.

In essence, construction costs are grown forward in time to the date of completion (T), then the net difference between the completed building value and those construction costs (as of that forward point in time) is discounted back to time zero (present, the decision point).



Note that in this approach, there is no need to Note that in this approach, there is no need to prepre--assumeassume what type of what type of 
permanent financing will be used for the completed project. permanent financing will be used for the completed project. 

There is no assumption at all about what will be done with the cThere is no assumption at all about what will be done with the completed ompleted 
project at project at time Ttime T. It may be:. It may be:

•• Financed with a permanent mortgage,Financed with a permanent mortgage,
•• Financed or sold (wholly or partly) tapping external equity, orFinanced or sold (wholly or partly) tapping external equity, or
•• Held without recourse to external capital.Held without recourse to external capital.

Project evaluation is independent of project financing, as it shProject evaluation is independent of project financing, as it should be.*ould be.*

* Unless subsidized (non* Unless subsidized (non--marketmarket--rate) financing is available contingent on rate) financing is available contingent on 
project acceptance: Recall Chapter 14, the “APV” (Adjusted Preseproject acceptance: Recall Chapter 14, the “APV” (Adjusted Present Value) nt Value) 
approach to incorporating financing in the investment evaluationapproach to incorporating financing in the investment evaluation..

Another important reason for this approach:Another important reason for this approach:
•• RiskRisk characteristics of characteristics of development phasedevelopment phase differentdifferent from risk from risk 
characteristics of characteristics of stabilized phasestabilized phase. . 
•• Thus, Thus, different different OCCsOCCs, therefore:, therefore:
•• Two phases must be analyzed in two Two phases must be analyzed in two separate stepsseparate steps..

It is important to break down investment analysis into separate components that correspond to different risk regimes. Otherwise, blending of different risk regimes “muddies the waters” of the analysis, makes it difficult to rigorously identify the appropriate opportunity cost of capital (OCC) beforehand (ex ante), and difficult to “benchmark” achieved investment performance (compare against comparable risk alternatives) afterwards (ex post). Development investments should provide expected returns appropriate to development investments (not to stabilized investments or some mixture), and stabilized investments should provide expected returns appropriate to stabilized investments. “Apples” should be compared to “apples”, not to “oranges”.



“Adjusted Present Value” (APV) Decision Rule (Ch.14)…“Adjusted Present Value” (APV) Decision Rule (Ch.14)…
Like NPV, only accounts for financing…Like NPV, only accounts for financing…

APV(equity) = NPV(property) + NPV(financing)APV(equity) = NPV(property) + NPV(financing)

Based on the Value Based on the Value AdditivityAdditivity Principle:Principle:
Prop.Val = Equity Val + Dbt Val

V = E + D
Where: V = Value of the property,

E = Value of the equity, 
D = Value of the debt. 

Define: P = Price paid for the property, 
L = Amount of the loan…
V-P = E+D – P

= E+D – ((P-L)+L)
= E-(P-L) + D-L
= E-(P-L) – (L-D)

Thus: E-(P-L) = (V-P) + (L-D)
Or: APV(Equity) = NPV(Prop)+ NPV(Fin)

Note: Arbitrage basis of Value Additivity applies to MV, but the common sense of 
Value Additivity can be applied to IV as well. 

This is from Ch.14, ,reviewing the concept and basis of the APV “shortcut” that often allows investment evaluation to proceed on an “as if all equity” basis.



Recall from Chapter 14…

Unless subsidized financing is available, Unless subsidized financing is available, 

NPV(financing) = 0 on a MV basis (IV basis too unless investor NPV(financing) = 0 on a MV basis (IV basis too unless investor 
is is ““intraintra--marginal”).marginal”).

Thus, Thus, 

Normally, APV(equity) = NPV(property), and we can evaluate Normally, APV(equity) = NPV(property), and we can evaluate 
the development project independent of how (or whether) the the development project independent of how (or whether) the 
completed project will be financed with or without debt:completed project will be financed with or without debt:

•• Evaluate investment Evaluate investment “as if all equity”“as if all equity” financing.financing.

•• If subsidized debt, If subsidized debt, add NPV(financing)add NPV(financing)..

See Chapter 14, section 14.4, for more details.



Two approaches for applying the Two approaches for applying the “2“2--timetime--point NPV procedure”point NPV procedure”::
•• Discount Discount separatelyseparately back to back to time 0time 0 the the time Ttime T gross values gross values 
of the completed building (of the completed building (VVTT ) and of the construction cost ) and of the construction cost 
(the construction loan balance due: (the construction loan balance due: LLTT ), employing ), employing 
separate discount rates (separate discount rates (E[rV] and E[rD], respectively) respectively) 
reflecting the risk in the building value and in the reflecting the risk in the building value and in the 
construction cost:construction cost: ((E[rD] = OCC for construction CFs. E[rV] = = 
expected return (goingexpected return (going--in IRR) on in IRR) on unleveredunlevered investment in stabilized investment in stabilized 
property, or a bit more for property, or a bit more for “spec”“spec” projects without preprojects without pre--leasing. Normally: leasing. Normally: 
E[rV] > E[rD].))

•• Discount the Discount the time Ttime T netnet value to value to time 0time 0 using a (higher) using a (higher) 
OCC reflecting the levered nature of that net value (i.e., OCC reflecting the levered nature of that net value (i.e., 
the development investment OCC, that is, the OCC of the the development investment OCC, that is, the OCC of the 
construction phase investment per se: construction phase investment per se: E[rC]).).

In principle, these two approaches are equivalent. They should In principle, these two approaches are equivalent. They should 
give the same NPV result as of give the same NPV result as of time 0time 0.. (This principle can be used to (This principle can be used to 
determine the internal consistency of the discount rates employedetermine the internal consistency of the discount rates employed.)d.)

E[rD] is the expected return to investment in the construction loan, which is a bit less than the contractual interest rate or contractual yield in the loan. Recall from chapters 10-12 that the opportunity cost of capital (OCC) reflects the risk in the cash flows that are being translated across time. There is very little risk in construction cost cash flows, as they have little volatility and little correlation with the rest of the capital market (they vary unexpectedly after construction is commenced primarily only as a result of engineering and design factors). Thus, the OCC of construction cash flows (comparable to the expected return on a construction loan, net of yield degradation due to default probability) should be quite low in equilibrium, only a little over the riskfree interest rate (say, around 100 bp over short-term T-Bills as a reasonable approximation). For example, actual ex post total returns to portfolios of long-term corporate bonds average over the long run less than 50 bp higher than long-term Government bonds, even though contractual yield spreads are much greater than that. Thus, E[rD] is lower than the construction loan contract interest rate. E[rV] and E[rC] are also expectations (means of the future returns probability distributions). For spec projects (little or no pre-leasing), E[rV] is the the OCC for the lease-up phase (see subsequent slides).



Let:Let: B0 = Time 0 risk-adjusted valuation of project benefits.
C0 = Time 0 risk-adjusted valuation of project costs.
VT = Projected time T valuation of the completed building.
LT = Projected time T value of construction cost (brought forward to T using E[rD]).
NPV(cons)T = Projected time T net difference between completed bldg value and construction 

cost.
LAND = Market value (MV ) of land (or investment value if IV > MV ) as of time 0 (e.g., as 

discussed in Ch.28).
FEES = Other up-front expenditures (besides land) required to begin project as of time 0.
V = Time 0 present value of projected time T value of completed building (same as V in 

Chapter 28).
K = Time 0 present value of development costs exclusive of land (same as K in Chapter 28).

Then:Then:
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Where E[rV], E[rD], and E[rC] are appropriate discount rates (OCC ) for VT , LT , and 
(VT – LT ), respectively. (In general: E[rD] < E[rV] < E[rC].).)

This slide formalizes the previous point, and relates the analysis procedure described here in Ch.29 to the discussion in Ch.28 of land value (as an option to develop).Note that (VT – LT ) is levered with respect to VT and LT . Hence: E[rC] > E[rV], and E[rC] > E[rD], due to the risk magnification effect of the leverage.Note that V (the present value at time 0 of the projected future completed value of the built property) is less than the current time 0 value of similar already-existing properties, because part of the PV of the already-existing properties is due to the net cash flow they will provide their owners during the time (T ) when the development project will be under construction and providing no net income. V is the PV of a future ex dividend  value of similar properties. In other words: V = E[VT] / (1+E[rV])T , but: E[VT] = (1+E[gV])T V0 , where V0 is the time 0 market value of a stabilized property similar to the one to be built at time T . Thus: V = [(1+E[gV]) / (1+E[rV])]T V0 , and: E[rV] > E[gV]. Hence, V < V0 .



The second method The second method (discounting the (discounting the netnet time Ttime T value, value, NPV(cons)NPV(cons)TT

= = VVTT –– LLTT ,, using a single levered discount rate)using a single levered discount rate) is most common is most common 
in practice, in practice, 
Perhaps because investors in development projects like to think Perhaps because investors in development projects like to think 
in terms of the return on their equity capital invested during tin terms of the return on their equity capital invested during the he 
development phase. (Development investment has different development phase. (Development investment has different 
levels of risk and expected return than other types of investmenlevels of risk and expected return than other types of investment, t, 
and investors in development typically are seeking precisely thaand investors in development typically are seeking precisely that t 
level of risk and return.)level of risk and return.)
How may we estimate reasonable levels of expected return (OCC), How may we estimate reasonable levels of expected return (OCC), 
E[rC], for development investments? . . .

Two methods, closely related, should give similar results:Two methods, closely related, should give similar results:
1.1. Equilibrium relation between PV(VEquilibrium relation between PV(VTT), PV(L), PV(LTT), & PV(V), & PV(VTT--LLTT););
2.2. “WACC Formula” based on leverage in the “WACC Formula” based on leverage in the devlptdevlpt project.project.

The Weighted Average Cost of Capital (“WACC”) formula was introduced in Chapter 13. “Method 2” (the WACC method) is discussed in Chapter 29 of the book. “Method 1” is only mentioned in passing in a footnote in Ch.29, but will be more fully emphasized here. Note that Method 2 requires knowledge of the current market value of the land (as of time 0 ), while Method 1 does not. (However, you still need to know the land value in order to correctly compute the NPV of the development investment.) Other approaches discussed in Ch.29 (option-based land return estimates, and stock market based estimates) will not be covered here, as they are not directly or purely based on development (construction) phase investment. (Note, however, that if development is just barely immediately optimal according to the Samuelson-McKean model presented in Ch.28, then considering that the option elasticity is independent of underlying asset value and exercise price, and because the option OCC is related to the underlying asset OCC purely by the option elasticity, and given that the land is essentially the only up-front construction phase investment if the construction is not paid until completion, then the E[rc] implied by the Samuelson-McKean elasticity: E[rc] = rf + E[RPc]= rf + ηE[RPV], should be approximately correct.)



Method 1 for determining Method 1 for determining EE[[rrCC]:]:
Using Equilibrium Across the Markets for Stabilized Property, CoUsing Equilibrium Across the Markets for Stabilized Property, Construction nstruction 
Debt, and Land…Debt, and Land…
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The basic idea is that equilibrium requires:The basic idea is that equilibrium requires:

Thus, if you have knowledge of:Thus, if you have knowledge of:
•• VVTT = Expected value of completed stabilized property at time T;= Expected value of completed stabilized property at time T;
•• LLTT = Expected balance due on construction loan at time T (all cons= Expected balance due on construction loan at time T (all construction costs truction costs 
including financing costs);including financing costs);
•• EE[[rrVV]] = Market expected total rate of return (going= Market expected total rate of return (going--in IRR) on investments in in IRR) on investments in 
completed properties of the type to be built;completed properties of the type to be built;
•• EE[[rrDD]] = Market expected return on construction loans (< loan interest= Market expected return on construction loans (< loan interest rate).rate).

Then you can solve the above equation for Then you can solve the above equation for EE[[rrCC] to obtain:] to obtain:

Otherwise, superior riskOtherwise, superior risk--adjusted returns (ex ante) could be made by investing in some adjusted returns (ex ante) could be made by investing in some 
combination of stabilized property (combination of stabilized property (VVTT), construction debt (), construction debt (LLTT), or developable land ), or developable land (V(VTT--LLTT))..
Presumably, equilibrium across markets drives market prices in tPresumably, equilibrium across markets drives market prices in these asset classes to be hese asset classes to be 
such that superior returns are not possible, and the above relatsuch that superior returns are not possible, and the above relationship tends to hold.ionship tends to hold.
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Note: LT here is the expected value of the construction loan as of time T, which is a bit less than the contractual balance due on the construction loan, just as E[rD] is the expected return to investment in the construction loan, which is a bit less than the contractual interest rate or contractual yield in the loan. These differences between expected versus contractual values are due to the effect of default probability in the construction loan. (See Chapter 18 section 18.1 and Chapter 19 section 19.2.) E[rV] and E[rC] are also expectations (means of the future returns probability distributions). Thus, E[rD] is lower than the construction loan contract interest rate. In particular, there is very little risk in a construction loan other than default risk. Thus, the expected return on a construction loan (the probabilistic mean return, net of yield degradation due to default probability) should be quite low in equilibrium, only a little over the riskfree interest rate (say, around 100 bp over short-term T-Bills as a reasonable approximation). For example, actual ex post total returns to portfolios of long-term corporate bonds average over the long run less than 50 bp higher than long-term Government bonds, even though contractual yield spreads are much greater than that.



Method 1 for determining Method 1 for determining EE[[rrCC]…]…

Example: Project to build an apartment building…Example: Project to build an apartment building…
•• Construction will take 1 year (Construction will take 1 year (TT=1=1).).
••Similar stabilized properties are currently worth $10,000,000. ESimilar stabilized properties are currently worth $10,000,000. Expected xpected 
appreciation in this type of property over the next year = 0%. Happreciation in this type of property over the next year = 0%. Hence, ence, 
VVTT=$10,000,000=$10,000,000..
•• Construction cost is $7,680,000 (fixedConstruction cost is $7,680,000 (fixed--price contract to be paid on price contract to be paid on 
completion, including construction interest). Hence, completion, including construction interest). Hence, LLTT=$7,680,000=$7,680,000..
•• GoingGoing--in in IRRsIRRs for stabilized properties of the type to be built are around for stabilized properties of the type to be built are around 
8%. Hence, 8%. Hence, EE[[rrVV]=8%]=8%..
•• Expected return on construction loan is 5.8%. Hence, Expected return on construction loan is 5.8%. Hence, EE[[rrDD]=5.8%]=5.8%..

Thus:Thus: ( )( )( )
( ) ( ) %161

68.708.110058.1
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=CrE

The development investment should provide an expected return of The development investment should provide an expected return of 16%.16%.

With an expected return of 5.8% net of expected credit losses due to default probability, the construction loan might have a contract interest rate of around 7%.



The The WACCWACC Formula is a useful approximation to see how big the Formula is a useful approximation to see how big the 
development phase development phase equityequity return should be relative to:return should be relative to:

•• The stabilized property (i.e., The stabilized property (i.e., underlying asset, e.g., NCREIFunderlying asset, e.g., NCREIF) return,) return,
•• The construction cost (i.e., The construction cost (i.e., debtdebt) return.) return.

Recall (from Ch.13):Recall (from Ch.13):

Where:

rC =Return on devlpt project up-front investment (construction phase).

LR=Effective leverage in the devlpt project (VT /E) = Completed stabilized property 
value divided by up-front land cost (& fees). 

rV = Total return on stabilized property during development phase (as if it existed 
completed already).

rD = Total return on construction debt.

( )LRrrrr DVDC −+=

Method 2 for determining Method 2 for determining EE[[rrCC]:]:
Using the WACC & Knowledge of Land Value…Using the WACC & Knowledge of Land Value…

Fundamentally, LR (as defined here) is proportional to the risk in the project because, if the underlying property market follows a “random walk” process, then the variance in property market future values accumulates linearly during the entire time of construction, T. Thus, the risk per period in the project is independent of the duration of project construction (T ). Admittedly, the random  walk assumption is only an approximate model of reality, but it usually provides a useful practical guide to the relationship between development project required returns and stabilized built property required returns (ex ante), though the approximation may break down for longer duration construction projects (multi-year projects). It should also be noted that the WACC formula is only an approximation of compounded rates of return over non-infinitessimal intervals of time, and this approximation particularly breaks down over longer construction periods (again, multi-year projects are a problem). A related problem is that the “underlying asset” in the development investment (the built property) is a dividend-paying asset once it exists, but pays no dividends prior to the end of the development phase. Effectively, total return on this asset must come entirely through growth in asset value prior to completion, yet existing underlying assets grow at much slower rates because much of their return comes from cash payout. An alternative formulation of the WACC in the development OCC context, same as above only defining the LR based on the terminal  leverage ratio, VT / (VT – LT ), may be helpful in addressing these problems, and also avoids the need to know the current market value of the land. However, use of the terminal LR is not technically consistent with the fundamental derivation of the WACC model in this context, and does not fully or rigorously solve the problem of the multi-period approximation of the IRR. For all of these reasons, Method 1 is probably generally preferable over Method 2, especially for projects with long-duration construction phases.



Apply the WACC to the Apply the WACC to the ex anteex ante risk premium:risk premium:

LRRPERPERPERPE DVDC ])[][(][][ −+=

Example. Example. If:If: E[RPV] = 300 bp 
(Typical for E[RPNCREIF ], more for spec)
E[RPD] = 100 bp 
(Remember: E[r], not “stated interest”, See Ch.18)
LR = 5 

Then:Then: bpbpbpbpRPE C 11005*)100300(100][ =−+=

e.g., If Te.g., If T--Bills are yielding 5%, then the expected return on the Bills are yielding 5%, then the expected return on the 
construction project is 16%:construction project is 16%: %16%11%5][ =+=CrE

Note: If ENote: If E[[rrCC]] is to be a is to be a marketmarket opportunity cost of capital (OCC), opportunity cost of capital (OCC), 
as it should be, then LR must be based on current as it should be, then LR must be based on current market valuemarket value of of 
the land: LR=Vthe land: LR=VTT / E, where E = LAND+FEES time 0 market val./ E, where E = LAND+FEES time 0 market val.

Method 2 for determining Method 2 for determining EE[[rrCC]…]…

Note: As with Method 1, for maximum accuracy to estimate a true expected return for the development investment (ex ante return probability distribution mean), the relevant risk premium on the construction loan should be net of the contract interest yield degradation due to default probability on the loan, that is, it should be based on the construction loan expected return (including the effect of default probability), which is somewhat less than the contract interest rate. (See Chapters 18 & 19.)The pink slides following this one provide more background into this perspective (previously presented in 11.431).



Recall: Recall: 
The Fundamental Nature of Real Estate Development Investment:The Fundamental Nature of Real Estate Development Investment:

•• A A forwardforward purchase commitment in a stabilized fully purchase commitment in a stabilized fully 
operational (leased up) property:operational (leased up) property:

•• Buy (incur opportunity cost of) land Buy (incur opportunity cost of) land nownow, , 
•• Get stabilized property Get stabilized property laterlater..

•• A A leveredlevered investment in the stabilized (core) property:investment in the stabilized (core) property:
•• Up front the only cost is the purchase of (or incurring the Up front the only cost is the purchase of (or incurring the 
opportunity cost of)opportunity cost of) the the landland..
••This can be viewed as the This can be viewed as the equityequity investment to obtain (investment to obtain (a long a long 
position inposition in) the future stabilized property () the future stabilized property (a volatile asseta volatile asset),),
•• Subject toSubject to the payment of construct coststhe payment of construct costs ((a relatively fixed outlay a relatively fixed outlay 
that will occur in the future, i.e., subsequent to the time whenthat will occur in the future, i.e., subsequent to the time when the land the land 
cost is incurredcost is incurred).).
•• The development investment is thus equivalent to having a The development investment is thus equivalent to having a longlong
position in the stabilized property combined with a position in the stabilized property combined with a shortshort position in position in 
the construction costs.the construction costs.

This and the subsequent pink slides are taken from a lecture given in 11.431. They provide more background into the nature of development investment risk and return as it relates to that of stabilized properties (the “underlying asset”). These slides may be bypassed without loss of continuity in the Ch.29 lecture.Note the similarity between the fundamental nature of development investment and that of land investment described in Ch.28 (via the real option model). However, there is an important difference. In development (unlike speculative land investment), the call option has already been exercised. By definition, the exercise decision converts the land (option) investment into a development project investment. Construction is generally, effectively, and irreversible process. So, the essential flexibility of the call option has been lost, and the development investor is fully exposed to the downside of any future outcomes in the built property market.



The Fundamental Nature of Real Estate Development InvestmentThe Fundamental Nature of Real Estate Development Investment……
Let:Let: ““EE”” = = Up front investment in Up front investment in devlptdevlpt projectproject (E= LAND+FEES);(E= LAND+FEES);
““VV”” = Time 0 = Time 0 PV ofPV of time T time T completed property valuecompleted property value (V=PV(V(V=PV(VTT)=V(0));)=V(0));
““DD”” = Time 0 = Time 0 PV of construction cost exclusive of landPV of construction cost exclusive of land (D=K(D=K--FEES).FEES).
Then:Then:
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rE =Return on devlpt project up-front investment (purely appreciation, gE, no income).

LR=Effective leverage in the devlpt project (VT /E) (= Completed stabilized property 
value divided by up-front land cost).

gV = Appreciation return on stabilized property during development phase (as if it 
existed completed already).

gD = Percentage change in total (final) construction cost (exclusive of land) during  
development phase (e.g. zero for guaranteed fixed-price contract).
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The Fundamental Nature of Real Estate Development InvestmentThe Fundamental Nature of Real Estate Development Investment……



Numerical ExampleNumerical Example……

•• Project to build an apartment building.Project to build an apartment building.

•• Similar (stabilized) properties are currently worth Similar (stabilized) properties are currently worth $10,000,000$10,000,000..

•• Construction will take Construction will take 1 year1 year..

•• Construction cost is Construction cost is $7,680,000$7,680,000 (fixed(fixed--price contract to be paid on price contract to be paid on 
completion).completion).

•• Land Land (opportunity value, i.e., what land could be sold for) & up(opportunity value, i.e., what land could be sold for) & up--
front fees (e.g., architect) cost front fees (e.g., architect) cost $2,000,000$2,000,000..

•• Assuming expected appreciation in this property type is zero ovAssuming expected appreciation in this property type is zero over er 
the next year, expected return on the development investment is the next year, expected return on the development investment is 16%16%::

( )
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Numerical Example (cont.)Numerical Example (cont.)……

•• Now suppose between now and next year apartment property valuesNow suppose between now and next year apartment property values
take an unexpected plunge of take an unexpected plunge of 10%10%, to , to $9,000,000$9,000,000..

•• For an For an unleveredunlevered investor in preinvestor in pre--existing stabilized property the existing stabilized property the 
return hit is just this 10% loss.return hit is just this 10% loss.

•• But to our development investment our But to our development investment our loss is magnifiedloss is magnified to to 50%50%
below the previous +16% expectation (as below the previous +16% expectation (as ––34% is 50 points below 34% is 50 points below 
+16%):+16%):

( )
000,000,2$
000,680$

000,000,2$
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•• The reason for the magnification of the impact on the return isThe reason for the magnification of the impact on the return is that that 
the construction cost ($7,680,000) did not change with the changthe construction cost ($7,680,000) did not change with the change in e in 
stabilized property value (from $10,000,000 to $9,000,000).stabilized property value (from $10,000,000 to $9,000,000).

•• The reason the magnification was The reason the magnification was 55--times (times (--50%/50%/--10%) is because 10%) is because 
the effective the effective Leverage RatioLeverage Ratio in the development is in the development is 55 (in this case):(in this case):

LRLR = = VVTT / E / E = $10,000,000 / $2,000,000 = = $10,000,000 / $2,000,000 = 55..



The effective operational  leverage will not be so great if  somThe effective operational  leverage will not be so great if  some of  the e of  the 
construction cost is paid by the equity investor up front or durconstruction cost is paid by the equity investor up front or during the ing the 
construction phase (e.g., no construction loan, contractor requiconstruction phase (e.g., no construction loan, contractor requires payments res payments 
as costs are incurred).as costs are incurred).

e.g., in the previous example, suppose half the fixede.g., in the previous example, suppose half the fixed--price construction cost price construction cost 
had to be paid uphad to be paid up--front (but it was still the same $7,680,000 amount)…front (but it was still the same $7,680,000 amount)…

Then the original expected return would have been 5.5%:Then the original expected return would have been 5.5%:
( )
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And the loss to the development investor caused by the And the loss to the development investor caused by the 10%10% drop in drop in 
apartment values would have been only apartment values would have been only 17.1%17.1%, reflecting the effective , reflecting the effective 
leverage ratio leverage ratio 1.711.71 (= $10,000,000 / $5,840,000), as (= $10,000,000 / $5,840,000), as --11.6% is 17.1% below the 11.6% is 17.1% below the 
previous expectation of 5.5%:previous expectation of 5.5%:
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But note there is still leverage even here. And of course in theBut note there is still leverage even here. And of course in the real world, most development is real world, most development is 
financed by construction loans covering 100% of construction cosfinanced by construction loans covering 100% of construction costs (for a variety of reasons), ts (for a variety of reasons), 
loans that are paid off by the developer (the equity developmentloans that are paid off by the developer (the equity development investor) only upon completion investor) only upon completion 
of construction, thereby maximizing leverage.of construction, thereby maximizing leverage.



Realized development project investment returns are:Realized development project investment returns are:

•• Highly correlatedHighly correlated with stabilized property appreciation returns.with stabilized property appreciation returns.

•• More volatileMore volatile than stabilized property appreciation returns.than stabilized property appreciation returns.

Therefore, development investment is Therefore, development investment is more riskymore risky than investment in than investment in 
stabilized prestabilized pre--existing property existing property (no surprise)(no surprise)..
But note that:But note that:
Risk is Risk is added byadded by leverageleverage, and thus:, and thus:
•• Would exist even for preWould exist even for pre--leased projects leased projects (i.e., development risk is not (i.e., development risk is not 
caused caused onlyonly by speculation)by speculation), and would exist even in the absence of a , and would exist even in the absence of a 
widewide--amplitude development demand cycle.amplitude development demand cycle.
••Added risk implies development should have a higher Added risk implies development should have a higher risk premiumrisk premium
than stabilized investment, in the than stabilized investment, in the ex ante (“goingex ante (“going--in”) IRRin”) IRR (and on (and on 
average over the long run, average over the long run, ex postex post as well).as well).
•• WACC formula can be useful in estimating appropriate risk premiWACC formula can be useful in estimating appropriate risk premium um 
for development investment, relating development phase RP to typfor development investment, relating development phase RP to typical ical 
stabilized propertystabilized property--level RP.level RP.

The Fundamental Nature of Real Estate Development InvestmentThe Fundamental Nature of Real Estate Development Investment……
Implications of developmentImplications of development’’s operational  leverage:s operational  leverage:



The framework described here can be used, in conjunction with anThe framework described here can be used, in conjunction with an index of index of 
periodic appreciation returns to stabilized property (such as thperiodic appreciation returns to stabilized property (such as the NCREIF e NCREIF 
Index), to simulate what the ex post Index), to simulate what the ex post IRRsIRRs to typical development to typical development 
investments would have been, during specific historical periods investments would have been, during specific historical periods of time…of time…

The Fundamental Nature of Real Estate Development InvestmentThe Fundamental Nature of Real Estate Development Investment……

Rolling Simulated 1-Yr IRR Cohorts
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This chart shows simulated development project returns (IRRs) during recent history for 1-year duration projects (T=1) with terminal leverage ratios ( TLR = VT / (VT – LT ) ) varying from 1 to 5. The black line is the NCREIF Index stabilized property time-weighted periodic total returns (including income). The red line shows the simulated returns to development investments with a projected terminal LR of 5 at the time when the projects were commenced one year previous. For further details, see J.Fisher & D.Geltner, “Property Level Benchmarking of Real Estate Development Investments Using the NCREIF Property Index”, in Real Estate Finance 18(4):71-87, Winter 2002.



Comparing Comparing Method 1Method 1 and and Method 2Method 2 for estimating development for estimating development 
phase OCC:phase OCC:

•• Method 1 is theoretically at least as sound as Method 2.Method 1 is theoretically at least as sound as Method 2.

•• Method 1 does not require knowledge of the current market Method 1 does not require knowledge of the current market 
value of the land (which may often be difficult to accurately value of the land (which may often be difficult to accurately 
estimate).estimate).

•• Method 1 does not depend on the simple return (1Method 1 does not depend on the simple return (1--period, period, 
not compounded) WACC formula approximation of the not compounded) WACC formula approximation of the 
construction phase IRR (a multiconstruction phase IRR (a multi--period, compounded rate of period, compounded rate of 
return), an approximation that breaks down for long return), an approximation that breaks down for long 
duration  construction projects (e.g., multiduration  construction projects (e.g., multi--year projects).year projects).

Due to all of these advantages, Due to all of these advantages, Method 1Method 1 is probably generally is probably generally 
preferable to preferable to Method 2Method 2: Estimate development phase OCC : Estimate development phase OCC 
based on internal consistency between E[based on internal consistency between E[rrVV], E[], E[rrDD], and E[], and E[rrCC].].

Note: This is different from what is said in the text. (I will update the text in its next edition!)



What about the What about the leaselease--upup phase? . . .phase? . . .

•• Not relevant for preNot relevant for pre--leased or ownerleased or owner--occupied occupied 
developments.developments.

•• In spec projects, if leaseIn spec projects, if lease--up is projected to be of significant up is projected to be of significant 
duration, then it is most correct to treat it as a separate duration, then it is most correct to treat it as a separate 
phase, with its own separate OCC:phase, with its own separate OCC:

•• Three points in time: Time 0 (present), CO Time (T), Three points in time: Time 0 (present), CO Time (T), 
Stabilization Time (S).Stabilization Time (S).

•• Three phases each with separate OCC (discount rate) because of Three phases each with separate OCC (discount rate) because of 
different risk: Construction Phase (most risky), Leasedifferent risk: Construction Phase (most risky), Lease--up Phase up Phase 
(intermediate risk), Stabilized Operation Phase (least risk).(intermediate risk), Stabilized Operation Phase (least risk).

•• OCC in leaseOCC in lease--up phase typically 50up phase typically 50--200 200 bpbp > Stabilized > Stabilized 
property OCC.property OCC.



In principle, the leaseIn principle, the lease--up phase OCC is similar to the up phase OCC is similar to the “inter“inter--lease lease discount rate” discount rate” 
introduced in Chapter 10.introduced in Chapter 10.
The procedure presented in Study Question 10.23 (p.857) can be uThe procedure presented in Study Question 10.23 (p.857) can be used to estimate sed to estimate 
leaselease--up OCC (up OCC (rr) based on knowledge of:) based on knowledge of:

•• Typical lease term length in new leases in the relevant space mTypical lease term length in new leases in the relevant space market (arket (TT););
•• Typical tenant borrowing rate (Typical tenant borrowing rate (intraintra--leaselease discount rate) (discount rate) (rrLL););
•• Prevailing cap rate (current cash yield) in the relevant properPrevailing cap rate (current cash yield) in the relevant property asset market ty asset market 
((kk););
•• Realistic expected longRealistic expected long--term average growth rate in rents chargeable by a term average growth rate in rents chargeable by a 
given building (given building (gg).).

The formulaThe formula presented therepresented there for a singlefor a single--tenant space with the lease just signed and tenant space with the lease just signed and 
for lease payments in arrears is:for lease payments in arrears is:
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The formula if the lease has not yet been signed and 1The formula if the lease has not yet been signed and 1stst payment in 1 yr is a payment in 1 yr is a 
polynomial that can easily be solved numerically in Excel by itepolynomial that can easily be solved numerically in Excel by iteration:ration:
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The typical property market can be assumed to be bracketed by thThe typical property market can be assumed to be bracketed by these two extreme ese two extreme 
cases (lease just signed, lease just expired), so the average becases (lease just signed, lease just expired), so the average between these two tween these two 
estimates of estimates of rr could be used.could be used.

This is clearly an “MIT type approach”. The bottom line: the inter-lease OCC is typically 50-200 bp higher than the (realistic) blended market going-in IRR.  Lease-up phase OCC typically 50-200 bp above stabilized investment OCC. (Higher end of the range for markets with longer prevailing lease terms. Longer lease terms reduce the risk in the stabilized property, hence reduce the stabilized property OCC, but longer lease terms do not reduce the interlease risk per lease, per period, and hence do not reduce the lease-up risk per period. So the difference between lease-up and stabilized risk is greater where longer leas terms prevail.)



Numerical example (from book):Numerical example (from book):
•• Market value of land is $2,000,000 (Market value of land is $2,000,000 (LANDLAND = $2 million).= $2 million).
•• Fees that must also be paid up front (Fees that must also be paid up front (time 0time 0 ) are $200,000.) are $200,000.
•• Total construction cost is projected to be $4,500,000 (not inclTotal construction cost is projected to be $4,500,000 (not including financing cost), and uding financing cost), and 
construction is expected to take 3 years (construction is expected to take 3 years (TT = 3), with payments for work done owed to = 3), with payments for work done owed to 
the contractor projected to occur in 3 equal installments of $1,the contractor projected to occur in 3 equal installments of $1,500,000 each at the ends 500,000 each at the ends 
of years 1, 2, and 3.of years 1, 2, and 3.
•• A construction loan covering all the aboveA construction loan covering all the above--noted construction costs can (and will) be noted construction costs can (and will) be 
used, at 7.5% interest, requiring a $20,000 upused, at 7.5% interest, requiring a $20,000 up--front origination fee in cash. Loan will be front origination fee in cash. Loan will be 
due upon completion of construction at the end of Year 3.due upon completion of construction at the end of Year 3.
•• The opportunity cost of capital (OCC) for investments in develoThe opportunity cost of capital (OCC) for investments in development projects of this pment projects of this 
nature is assumed to be 20% per annum (nature is assumed to be 20% per annum (EE[[rrCC]=20%)]=20%)..
•• Construction completion is expected to be followed by 2 years oConstruction completion is expected to be followed by 2 years of absorption (leasef absorption (lease--up), up), 
including two projected net cash flows of: including two projected net cash flows of: --$100,000 at end of Yr.4 (when building will $100,000 at end of Yr.4 (when building will 
still be mostly empty), and +$400,000 at end of Yr.5 (more tenanstill be mostly empty), and +$400,000 at end of Yr.5 (more tenants, less leasing ts, less leasing 
expenses). OCC for leaseexpenses). OCC for lease--up phase assumed to be 300bp greater than OCC for up phase assumed to be 300bp greater than OCC for 
stabilized investment.stabilized investment.
•• Stabilized operation (beginning Yr.6) projected NOI = $800,000/Stabilized operation (beginning Yr.6) projected NOI = $800,000/yr with projected yr with projected 
growth of 1% per year thereafter based on rental market projectigrowth of 1% per year thereafter based on rental market projections. OCC (goingons. OCC (going--in in 
IRR) for investments in stabilized property projected to be 9% pIRR) for investments in stabilized property projected to be 9% per annum.er annum.

Note: OCC of lease-up phase investment is normally slightly greater than that for stabilized property investment. Some insight as to how much greater can be obtained by analyzing the difference between “interlease” and “intralease” discount rates implied by prevailing cap rates and realistic property value growth rates in the relevant stabilized property market, as suggested in Chapter 10 (see especially Study Question 10.23 on p.239, answered on p.856-857). A property with no pre-signed leases should have risk well represented by the “interlease discount rate”. The 300bp premium for lease-up in this example is probably a bit exaggerated (more realistic and typical would probably be 100-200 bp).



Step 1: Step 1: Estimate Stabilized Property Value at Project Completion…Estimate Stabilized Property Value at Project Completion…
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Step 2: Step 2: Estimate Physically Complete Building Value at End of ConstructiEstimate Physically Complete Building Value at End of Construction on 
Phase…Phase… Note: OCC = 9% + 300bp = 12%.Note: OCC = 9% + 300bp = 12%.
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Step 3: Step 3: Estimate Construction Cost As of Time of Construction CompletionEstimate Construction Cost As of Time of Construction Completion……

( ) ( ) 000,500,1075.1000,500,1$075.1000,500,1$938,845,4$ 2 ++==TL

Note: It would be more technically correct to use a lower, expected return rate for the construction loan, rather than the contract interest rate, for the reasons noted previously. With an interest rate of 7.5%, the actual OCC in the construction loan investment might be around 6%.



Step 4: Step 4: Calculate Projected Construction Phase Net…Calculate Projected Construction Phase Net…

593,355,3$938,845,4$531,201,8$)( =−=−= TTT LVconsNPV

30 20.1
593,355,3$894,941,1$ ==B

Step 5: Step 5: Estimate Estimate Time 0Time 0 PV of the Construction Net…PV of the Construction Net…

This is the benefit of the development project, measured in This is the benefit of the development project, measured in time 0time 0, , 
riskrisk--adjusted dollars.adjusted dollars.

Step 6: Step 6: Subtract Subtract Time 0Time 0 Cost to Determine NPV Measured in Cost to Determine NPV Measured in Time 0Time 0 RiskRisk--
adjusted Dollars…adjusted Dollars…

106,278$000,220,2$894,941,1$000 −=−=−= CBNPV

As the NPV is negative, this development project is obviously As the NPV is negative, this development project is obviously notnot a a 
good investment at this time.good investment at this time.

What is an obvious problem with this project?What is an obvious problem with this project?

The obvious problem with this project is that it takes too long, both in construction and lease-up. (As noted, the numbers in this example were designed for clarity of illustration of the mechanics of the technique, rather than for the realism of the example.)



29.5.4 Summarizing the advantages of the recommended procedure:29.5.4 Summarizing the advantages of the recommended procedure:
Consistent with underlying theory. (i.e., consistent with  NPV Rule, based on 

Wealth Maximization Principle.)

Simplicity. Avoids need to make assumptions about permanent loan or form of
permanent financing (equity vs debt).

Explicit identification of the relevant OCC. Identifies explicit expected return 
(OCC) to each phase (each risk regime) of the investment: Development, 
Lease-up, Stabilized operation.

Explicit identification of land value. Procedure requires explicit identification 
of current opportunity value of the land.

“Front-door” or “Back-door” flexibility possible. Procedure amenable to 
“backing into” any one unknown variable. E.g., if you know the land value 
and the likely rents, you can back into the required construction cost. If you 
know (or posit) all of the costs and values, then you can back into the 
expected return on the developer's equity contribution for the development 
phase. 

The procedure described here is also consistent with real options valuation theory as described in Chapter 28, provided that the opportunity value of the land incorporates the development option value. As noted, this will normally be the case as far as market value is concerned, the so-called “second best developer” valuation of the land. Depending on the degree of uniqueness in a developer’s ability to use a given land parcel, it may be necessary for the “first best” developer to explicitly consider the value of waiting to build. In other words, a “first best” developer who obtains an apparent positive NPV from development at time zero using the procedure described in this section based on the market value of the land should also consider the NPV of the mutually-exclusive alternative of waiting to build the same (or better) project at a future point in time. (See sections 28.2 and 28.3 in Chapter 28.)By quantifying the developer's total return we are developing a measure which can be easily compared with the returns one can expect to earn in other risky ventures, such as investment in small growth stocks or venture capital funds. Returns in the 15% to 30% range are not uncommon for such risky investments. Viewed from a macro-level investment allocation perspective, real estate development should provide expected returns that are comparable on an "apples-to-apples" basis with the expected returns provided by other high-risk alternative allocations of capital.



Do developers really use the “NPV Rule”? . . .Do developers really use the “NPV Rule”? . . .
•• Most don’t use NPV Most don’t use NPV explicitlyexplicitly..
•• But remember: NPV But remember: NPV Wealth MaximizationWealth Maximization..
•• By definition, By definition, successfulsuccessful developers maximize their wealth.developers maximize their wealth.
•• Thus, Thus, implicitlyimplicitly (if not explicitly), (if not explicitly), successfulsuccessful developers must (somehow) developers must (somehow) 
be employing the NPV Rule:be employing the NPV Rule:

•• e.g., in deciding e.g., in deciding which projectswhich projects to pursue,to pursue,
•• An intuitive sense of correctly rankAn intuitive sense of correctly rank--ordering mutuallyordering mutually--exclusive exclusive 
projects by NPV, and picking those with the highest NPV (they projects by NPV, and picking those with the highest NPV (they 
may think of it as “best profit potential”), must be employed (bmay think of it as “best profit potential”), must be employed (by y 
the most successful developers).the most successful developers).

•• Suggestion in Ch.29 is that by making this process more explicitSuggestion in Ch.29 is that by making this process more explicit, it may , it may 
be executed better, or by more developers (i.e., making more devbe executed better, or by more developers (i.e., making more developers elopers 
“successful”),“successful”),
•• The NPV approach also should improve the ability of the developThe NPV approach also should improve the ability of the development ment 
industry to “communicate” project evaluation in the industry to “communicate” project evaluation in the “language of Wall “language of Wall 
Street”Street” (e.g., “NPV”, “OCC”).(e.g., “NPV”, “OCC”).

In any case, clearly the NPV Rule is based on rational, rigorous economic decision principles, and therefore serves as the basic normative framework for development investment decision making.




